Martin reacts to streaking

By MYRICK LYNCH

Student Senate

This week Eastern president, Dr. Robert R. Martin, announced that "they will call into the university an investigation into the incident," and that the investigation would be completed within twenty-five days. The investigation will be conducted by the Office of Student Affairs, and the results will be released to the public.
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For week-end streaking events

University officials action too late

Streaking, a college fad comparable to stuffing people into telephone booths and eating goldfish, hit Eastern's campus before Spring break and the last show got out on by students before leaving campus for home or points south may end in some tragic results for some.

There’s talk in the air about identifying students who participated in Thursday night’s March 7 episode outside the Giles Gallery. These students, after being identified by University of Kentucky President Nixon announced last Tuesday night that there would no longer be any need for gas stations to remain open on Sundays because there would be enough gas for everyone, there would be no need to stop at a gas station again. (No pun intended.) First, throughout the streaking and the business reason for the streaking was to conserve gasoline.

The problem the University needs to think seriously about its course of action in this situation. It seems to me that the streaking is nothing other than a show of protest.

The University needs to think about the consequences of its action in this situation. It seems that the streaking will only stir something up which would probably be avoided with a little effort on the students and the University's part.

Chey Huntley-a determined man

Prominent newscaster dies

Chey Huntley, a newsreeler for television and radio, died Tuesday night after a long illness.

Huntley was the recipient of many awards for his work in television and radio, including the Peabody Award, and the Emmy Award. He was known as the serious one of the show, with his personality.

Chey Huntley was born in 1928 and began working in the broadcast industry in the 1950s. He became nationally known during his tenure at NBC, where he co-hosted the popular newscast "Chet and Huntley" with Huntley Huntley. He retired there in 1970 to do political conventions. Since then, he has continued to work in the media as a commentator, and has authored several books.
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Ingrid Bergman film is a masterpiece

BY LOY LEE

Guest Writer

It seems that we have been blessed the past couple of months as far as having the opportunity to hear live, in concert, some of the greatest pianists in the world of jazz. There aren't too many places in the country where one has such great opportunities.

To paraphrase Master Po, "With each ending comes a new beginning." It started with Stan Kenton. It is a great pleasure to hear such music again with Sonny Rollins, Rich, and continued a Tuesday evening with Maynard Ferguson. For jazz buffs in the area, it was the Master Po's philosophy that held true.

The name Maynard Ferguson was unfamiliar to many in attendance at that evening, but by the time the evening terminated, that name will long be remembered by those who experienced a tremendous concert. Maynard has been around for quite a while. He led a band in Canada at the tender age of fifteen. Stan Kenton heard him and asked him to join his band as a screen-trumpet soloist. It was with Stan's "Concertos in all Keys" that Maynard made an overnight name for himself. In the Florida, Maynard recorded a chart called "Gee, That's My Baby." This was the first time I had ever heard the man. I still can't believe that any man can consistently play beyond the register of the horn!

To get down to the nitty-gritty, Maynard picked up quite a few charts at that evening. Some, of course, were with him when he recorded his latest album in New York. Nevertheless, Maynard's band imprinted as though they had all been playing together for many years.

The concert started late, due to some misguided directions to the bus driver, who drove around the campus until someone finally led them to the auditorium. Time didn't matter at all since Maynard walked out on stage. Blue Bird opened the concert which turned out to be a fine uptempo chart called "Give It One." Andy MacIntosh displayed his virtuosity on alto sax as did the entire trumpet section leaving no doubt that this band meant business.

Alan Zavod on electric piano, Brian Smith on soprano sax, and Bruce Johnson on baritone sax were all featured on the second chart, "New Victory." Maynard also gets into the act on this chart by showing the audience a little of his range on trumpet.

Bob Summers was featured on trumpet on the next chart, "The Fox Hunt," along the "New Victory." "Gee, That's My Baby." Maynard turned to the French horn. Brian showed tremendous musicianship here.

Maynard then announced to the audience that the next tune would be a jazz-rock-spiritual march-odonata, featuring a good, lanky, down-home type of hand-stopping.

"Gee" was replaced by a large, extended work called "La Fiesta." Once again, the audience was rewarded with a duet of virtuosity by bassist Rick Privette, Jerry Johnson on tenor, Alan Zavod on piano and Dan D'ignent on drums. Then, Maynard did his thing. All the while teasing the audience as to what could be expected the second half.

If you missed the concert, there's nothing I can say. If you were there, you know what I mean. When he walked off stage after the concert, all I could say was "Keep on scribbling!" No doubt, he will.

---

Maynard Ferguson concert a tremendous experience

Funkin' Faner

Mark Faner and the rest of Grand Funk will be appearing tonight in concert at the Coliseum.
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

HUNTER FOUNDATION PRE-PAID

JOIN TODAY!

Write for a brochure on the Hunter Health Maintenance Organization approach to Health Care.

Student representatives available.

---

The Marines

We challenge you to

prove you're a Marine.

Becoming a Marine requires a special blend of qualities... a spirit of leadership... an ability to work as part of a team... a capacity to accept responsibility... a commitment to excellence... and an ability to face challenges head on. If you have these qualities, contact us. This is your chance to prove it... picture yourself... proving yourself... as a Marine. Call us today.


dail

Phone

The Marines are America's only seagoing Marine Corps that are also trained for land battle. 

The Marines are America's only seagoing Marine Corps that are also trained for land battle. 

To join the Marines, you must be an American Citizen. You must also be between the ages of 17 and 29. To learn more about the Marine Corps, call us today.
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WALLACE'S BOOKSTORE, INC.

292 SOUTH SECOND STREET

623-9372

9AM-7PM MONDAY-FRIDAY, 10AM-6PM SATURDAY

William Mootz, film critic for the Courier-Journal, wrote recently of the apparent deficiency in art films in the Louisville area and how critically acclaimed art films fared rather poorly in Louisville.

If the situation described in Louisville is accurate, one wonders whatever prompted the management of the Campus Cinemas here in Richmond to..
Kentucky schools promote international studies

By JAN BENSLEY

Organizations like... have expanded their efforts in recent years to promote international education. These efforts have been guided by the National Council on International Education, which has been working to increase the number of students who participate in study abroad programs.

The organizations are promoting international education in various ways. Some are offering scholarships to students who wish to study abroad. Others are arranging partnerships with universities in other countries, allowing students to take courses and earn credit there.

The organizations are also promoting cultural exchange programs, where students can visit other countries and learn about their cultures. This can help students develop a better understanding of the world and its diverse peoples.

Overall, the organizations are making a strong case that international education is beneficial for students, both in terms of their personal growth and their future careers.
Female security officer copes with student harassment

BY LISA COLLINS

This year Eastern has accomplished another first. Campus Security hired the first female security officer in the history of the school. She is Angela R. Devault. Angela Devault, Coordinator of Radio in the Division of International Services, serves as the student's liaison to the administration. She is accomplished another job. He suggested security because she was a student before she was an officer. "She has a general practice of no sex discrimination. Therefore, she calls "pot luck." She went to her second case because she was a student before she was a student. "While serving, she felt 'It's hurting the men's pride. Why do they have to come on to the floor. "That has to be my team. I can't see both sides. We do not have to do anything.""
A major step

A major step has occurred in the Eastern baseball program. Coach Jack Hissom's club has two black athletes on its season's team, which is a first in the running for a conference championship. They are John Revere, a sophomore of football fame and Roesch, limited Nor-
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Barrett's impressive on netters southern trip

Eastern's next contest will be against Indiana University of Northwest College in the West Florida Regional of the National Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament. This contest is expected to be another match in which Eastern will prove to be the favorite. The University of North Dakota was the No. 1 seed in the tournament and is considered to be a very strong team. The Eagles have defeated Indiana University of Northwest in the past and are looking forward to another match with Eastern.

EKU golf team completes successful southern tour

Coach Glass Presser's Eastern golf team got a good start to its tournament season on Monday. The team is currently ranked fourth in the nation and is expected to be a strong contender for the championship. The team will continue its tournament schedule on Tuesday, when they will play in the Kentucky Invitational Tournament.

Spring drills open

The Eastern baseball team began its spring training on Monday, with coach Frank Begley scheduled to return to the team later this week. The team is expected to open its season against Northern Illinois on March 25.

Baseball

Continued From Page Six

The Eighth-inning hit by Gene Salvatore, who was 3-for-4, gave the Colonels a 3-2 lead over the University of South Carolina. The Colonels went on to defeat the Gamecocks 8-3 in 10 innings. Eastern returns to action next weekend against Tennessee-Martin, who defeated the Colonels last year in the Southern Conference Tournament.

Kirby Bennett

Kirby Bennett, a junior pitcher for Eastern, was named to the all-tournament team at the University of South Carolina. Bennett pitched a complete game in the Colonels' victory over the Gamecocks and was named the game's most valuable player.
Ferguson performs

Majordom Ferguson and his orchestra performed in Hiram Brock Auditorium Thursday night. Known as “the world’s most exciting Trumpet Player,” he began his own band at the age of 15.

For French credit

Annual France trip being planned

During the Spring Intercession, the French section of the Department of Foreign Languages is planning a trip to France. Students who participate will receive three hours in either French 495 or 496. Students who participate will receive three hours in either French 495 or 496. The trip is open to any Eastern student with a French language background.
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